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ABSTRACT - A sensitivity and uncertainty computer code package has been developed and already
extensively used in the analyses for pressure vessel dosimetry and benchmoark experiments. The
procedure is based on the SIJSD3D code and the VITAN1lN-J/COVA covariance matrix library. The

complete covariance matrices of secondary angular distribution (SAD - file MF=34), as available in the
EFF-2 evaluation in END /13-6 format can be treated. SAD effects c an be important in particular for
the fusion applications. An option to perform three-dimensional sensitivity and uncertainty analysis
is included in the SUJSD31) code. Use of angular moment files instead of bulky angular flux files

produced by the discrete ordinates transport codes reduces considerably the size of the files required
and represents an acceptable approximation for the problenm types analysed here. The underlying
perturbation theory is reviewed and some examples on the use are listed.

1. Introduction

Transport codes based oin Monte Carlo and deterministic methods are principally used in
radiation shielding and criticality analysis. They proved to be very useful in many domains
of application, ranging from nuclear research and polmel reactors, to accelerator, fusion, and
medical problems. Although codes like MCNP or TORT-DORT [1], DANSYS [2] etc. are
widely used and extensively tested the user must still be aware that the code can never give
"exact" solutions to a physical problem, as inevitably approximations are used in several
steps of the calculational procedure. There are, [or example, uncertainties originating from
the knowledge about basic nuclear reaction data and the radiation source, the geometrical
description of the problem and the material compositions. The knowvledge of the approxima-

tions used in the analysis and of the overall calculational uncertainties is therefore essential
to gain confidence in the results obtained. The accuracy of the transport calculations can
be estimated by comparing the calculations with benchmark experiments and by uncertainty
analysis. Uncertainty analysis, combined with sensitivity analysis permit us to determine the
importance of different calculational parameters as well as to identify the major sources of

uncertainty and to establish reliable safety margins for the measured and calculated values.
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what extent the experiment is representative of the real nuclear reactor environment.

T his paper will concentrate on the uncertainties due to cross-section data. Methods used

to determine the uncertainty in the calculated target quantity from the covariance matrices of

the basic data and the corresponding sensitivity functions will be presented. A code system

SUS1)31) [3], [4], [5] was developed to perform sensitivity and uncertainty analysis, which is
suitable to study fission as \vell as fusion problems. The approach used for sensitivity analysis

is based on deterministic forward/adjoint perturbation method. Some special features needed

for fusion applications were developed.

2. Perturbation Theory - Review

Iransport theory perturbation calculations can be based either on discrete ordinates SN
or Monte Carlo methods. Each of the two methods presents some advantages as well as
some inconveniences. Here we will present briefly the discrete ordinates formulation. The
mathemalical details of the theory are described in [6] and only the relevant equations are
provided here. The cross section sensitivity function 1' (E) which expresses the sensitivity
of an integral response R (like reaction rate, heating rate and finence) with respect to a

particular cross section >r at. energy E is given as follows:

]97 ( ) = l t r dC? [-X, (r. E,'E) - P,(rS.' E b) - ) (F, 52, E7)(I)

+ dSQ'd dE' . -(i-7 0 E Si', E -4 a') <(r, 52, E) . (F, 2, E')

+ LD(r, 1) .(i 5, F)]

where

R = Jdi d 1 dE ED(f4, L ) ) (2)

= f dr dSiJ dEL S (F, 5.) 4 (Q,) 1)

Y (ri, E) total macroscopic cross secLion for reaction type x, at, position r and energy E,

(r, -e 5', E -X E') = scattering macroscopic cross se(:tion fromn angle S? to angle Q',
energy E to E', for reaction z,

ED(r, E) = detector response function and source in adjoint calculation (e.g. reaction cross
section, kerma, damage functions, dose factors etc.),

S(r, Q, E) = radiation source, at position fr, with direction Q and energy E.

9(f, 5E, E) = direct angular flux,

4C(i, 52, ,) = adjoint angular flux.

Immediately we can see from the above expression that E*(r, 5?, F) is a good measure of
the sensitivity to the radiation source.
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The first term in Eq.(1) involving total cross section is called the 'loss term'. the second
involving the differential scattering cross section is the 'gain term', and the third with detector
response function is the 'direct term'.

In discrete ordinates codes the angular dependence of the scattering cross section is de-
scribed in ternms oft he cosine of the scattering angle I'o and expanded in Legendre polynomi-
als. If the (21 + 1) term is included in the scattering cross section as is often the case (except

ONEI- and TWO-THAN):

Z<,p
1 E F')= 4Zzsr f') P,(Fo) (3)

where

(7, _, -- 1-') = 27r (21 + 1) 1 S5 (r, fr o - E') PI(,jo) dlo

In pra(:tice the Leg-endre expansion is truncated after finite number of terms, L represents
here the largest. term taken into account.

The direct and adjoint fluxes are calculated at discrete angles, represented symbolically
by Qm, Using in addition t[ie multigroup approximation and finite elements method the

above equation becomes:

PT ->y Al", ( g i I -gi ,m Tgbsrn rn (4)

L11

Jr- ace 1l, q i l~g'i *Iq i )+;gE4gimAs m
y' 1=0 n7-i rn

where

UTri total microscopic cross section for reaction type x, in space interval i and energy

group g,

Orlg,*g' = P0 h Legendre coefficient of the scattering microscopic cross section from energy group

fi to g',

V; = volume of the space mnesh interval i,

pit = number density for cross section x in space interval i,

4 _g,i,m and 4)" i are direct and adjoint angular fluxes, corresponding to energy group g.
averaged over space interval i and solid angle m. Expanding them in terms of spherical
harmonics we obtain the following relations:

L I

(g,i,m ==EEY1 n(Q,) m 1in (5)
l=On=-A
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L I

Z >1 Yt~n(Qrn) (6)I> , (Q,) 7 I m

Ml anrid A4 are d irec t. and adjoi nt angular flux moments, defined as:

M7An _7jY)n(Qm) (L'q z in /Qrr (7)

711

In on(e- arid two-dimnisiolis due to the syrmmetry conditions the sunimation over rl goes only
froi () to 1, and in three dimensions all Terms from -1 to 1 must be considered.

In the SUS 1)D3) code the cross sections are taken from the NJOY output and (21+1) lerm must
be added in order to be consistent. with the scattering cross section definition in transport
codes (other than ONETRAN family). (47r) term is included in the integration over angles
in lEq. (4).

\Ve see tha;tt, bot i angular fluxes and angular flux moiments appear in lEq. (4). M'lost
perthurbation codes, like S\WANLAKE 17], SENSIT [8] and SUSD [9], [10] use the anu la.r
flux out.put from (liscrete or(hinates transport codes. The sensitivities are then calculated
by ecquastion (4) with angular moments expressed in terms of angular fluxes as defined in
equatiolis (7) and (8).

Whereas in one- and simple two-dimensional calculations this can be an ac(ceptable so-
lntion, for more comiplex problerris and in particular for tlree-diinenision al calculations this
a.pp)roach becomers uupractclical d<ue to large number of direct, and adjoint aght ular flux terms.
An alternaL.tive approach is to use the angular flux moments, which are also calculatedi by
the Svy codes. In equation (1) the angular fluxes are in tlfis case expressed with equ at ions
(5) anid ((). Comparing with tche bulky angular llux files the flux morenelts files are mnuch
inuore reasonably sized, as shown in 'Tables 1 and 2 which prlsen tthe nurnmbei of terms (for

each energy group, an(pl sc interval) required using the two irnetihods. As ain examiple,
in three-dimensions, a typically used S16 - P3 approximation requires ont\ 115 flux mnoment
terms, but(, as muchi as 288 (using THREEDANT, and even 320 using TORT) angular flux
terins. As mentioned above this is to be multiplied by number of energy groups, and space
points to obtain the total number of terms needed.

The advantage of usirig flux moments is therefore, besides a CPU time gain ,*:orIsiderabte
reduction of computer space requirements, whereas in the same timrle the accuracy of the
calculation is preserved. In addition most SN codes print the angular fluxes at the space
cell edges, and sophisticated procedures are adapted subsequently in the transport codes to
construct the flux at tle centre of the cell. Only diamond difference interpolation scheme
was programmed in SUSI). which does not always guarantee positive fluxes. Flux moments
on the other hand are calculated at the centre of the space mash.

Once the sensitivity profiles deterrnined, the corresponding uncertainty cart be evaluated
by folding these sensitivity profiles together with the cross section covariance matrices.
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Table 1: Numrber of flux rnoment terms for different Legendre expansion order L.

_130 p 1 2 p3 1 P5 p1

If) 1 ;2 3 4 6 L+l

1l)I',Z 1 2 ,4, (i C9 12 (L22)
2

/4Al 61

/L + ( )1. - 1)/4, 1. Ald

2 D . 3 6 10 1.5 21 (L + 1)(1. + 2)/2

3D i 1 _ l 1_6 1__ j2 36 (L +1)2

Table 2: Number of discrete directions for different SA fully symmetrical direction sets. In
brackets is given the ntoimbei of zero-weight directions.

S2 S,, s;s8 S _ 1 S N

11) 2 (+1) A (+ 6 ) 6 -1) 8 (+1) 12 (+1) 16 (- l- N +11

ID - ir,z 2 (+1) 6 (+2) 12 (t3) 20 (+4) 42 (+6) 72 (+83) |- .', ±2i(+ 

21) I (±2) 12 (+4) 24 (±6) 40 (+8) S4 (+12) 1-144 (+I1G) + -.2) -fN)

31) 8 (+4) 24 (±8) 48 (±12) 80 (+16) 1(J8 (+24) 288 (+32) .N. , 2)H 2N\

_____ ____ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

A] = > >3 E I3 J) I gl COVlZ(oj, cy, )
2: 5 y C, '

where ICOV(c', v XY) is th1e relative cross section covariance matrix.

3. Description of the Computational Code System

Trhe calculational schemre was prep~ared to perform the sensitivity arid unicertaliiitv anazlysis
which consists of t~he SUS1)31 sensitivity/uncertainty code package [;3], [4], H5 thec cross

section covariance library ZZ-VITAM$IN-J/COVA [11], [12], as well as of somie N~JQY' [13]

modules. The scheme was originally dlesigned for the sensitivity and uncertainity anialysis of

fission reactors, in particular for the pressure vessel dosimetry [15]. Includling Sonic recerri
developmnent and updates the package is now general enough and suitable for fusion anaLlysis
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as well. The sensitivity and uncertainty analysis in fusion include some specific features as
coinpared to other domains. Contrary to the case of fission reactors, where the uncertainties
in the secondary angular and energy dist)7ibutions (SAD/SED) can usually be neglected, some
analyses perforilled in tile past ([101, [14]) indicate that for fusion reactors these contributions
caln be signifiicanit 101 tnitiilii breeding ratio, neutron heating and faslt neutron leakage flux.

'['he predecessor 0o SUJ;11)31) is the S USD Code [9], [10] developed about It years ago by
;u rlta e. al.. S USD caln calculate sensitivity coefficients of a response witli respect t~o lhe
pwirtict llar -loss sectiolns a 1d(/or response functions for one- and two-dimruension al transport
problems based on the first, order perturbation theory. The sensitivities and u ricertainties or
secondary neu tron angola r a;lnd energy dlistributions (SAD/SEI)) can be treated as well, but
the data, formats ancd their availability were different at the rime.

On tlhe other hand, SUISI3MD uses the formulation described above, i.e. angular rnoments
instead of angulax fluxes, to determine the sensitivity profiles. This permitted us to extend
thie system to full 3-f sensitivity arid uncertainty analysis, which would otherwise require
iarolibitori large computer spa(e. The p)resent version of the code can thus use flux moment

files calculated by discrete ordinates codes DORT-TORT, TWODAN'T and 'HREElDANT
[5]. For sinmpler one- anl two- dimerisional analysis using ANISN and DOT codes the original
angular flux formulation was also kept.

l1 addition a new\ proced((Ire was developed. to process the EN)1F/13-V1 format SAl)
covarianice rriatrices inlo a inn ltigioril) form, which can be used subsequently by the SU1S1)31)
code. (;ioiip-collapse strategy similar to the one used in NJOY [13] was adopt cl [;].

4. Examples of Analysis

[ijst af)Plicatiois of t1he cocle systemn were for the PW reactor pressure vessel survilliance
[151] ASPIS [16] arid VIENUS-3 [17] benchmark analysis. Recently SUSD131) code W.LS used
for the pre- and post-analysis of sorne fusion integral experiments, like l'NG link Shield
[18] andcI FNG Streaming Experiments [19]. 'These analyses were found usefl to IwXPlal1 the
discreparicy between the calculated and measured quantities, or to discard ceitain ipossible

exl)faa~ic)ns/reausons for tIhe discrepancy. C/E values obtained using different cross section
fva;.lirat.ionis provide us infoirration on the state-of-the-art of the cross section libraries. n'lr-
tierinore, cornparing tlie observed C/F, \,alues with the estimated uncertainties, the qtialitv
of tihe correspondirig covariarice rnatrices (:al be judged.

['NG benchmarks stud(ied the transport of neutrons anrd gamma fhrough several IL(arS Of
sleel and water irradiated by 14 MeV neutron source. In the FNG Streamrllig experilmerit the
c-entral channel with a. radi us of 1.4 cr0 is modelled ill addition. These experinnents indicate
that, ulp to a clistance of abor t 80 crr in the water/steel shield the fast and therm ll reaction
rates can be predicted with an uncertainty of - 20%. In general the observe(l C/fl values
were found to be consistent with the estimnated reaction rate uncertainties. Neverthieless sotnie
cases exist where the C/E values largely exceed the uncertainty estimations (e.g. m t5 In(o, n')

in the Bulk Shield experiment, fast flux spectra measurements in the Streaming experinierit).
In these c ases further study is necessary to explain whether this is to be attributed to the
underestimation of the nuclear covariance data or to some other calculational or measurement
uncertainties and/or errors.
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5. Conclusions and Future Development

A sensitivity and uncertainty code package was developed which includes several codes for
the processing of cross section covariance data (VTTAMIN-J/COVA, ERRORR.34) and eval
nation of sensitivity proifiles and uncertainties relative t~o the cross section data (SJSD3D).
lProceduire to llreat second ar v angi lar ,distribilt ioni covariances ii SUST) sensitivity aind u neer-
t.airi y package is cornpatible w'ith the END)V/13 -V forinat. One-, two- anrd t.hiree-dinrerisin r 
scrisil vi ty aunl uncertailty anrilysis clan be perforiried based on direct and adjoi nt discrete
oi(linii lres transport calcul[ations.

The package was successfully used For the P\V reactor pressure vessel surveillance, arid the
analysis of ASPIS, Vl,\ENIJS-3, lNG Bulk Shield and ['NG Streaming benchmark experimiients.
Starting from next year tire analysis of two more "Benchmark experiments on Advaniced
M4aterials for the validation of EFF library" is planned within EFF programme.

SUSD3D will shortly be sent, to the Nl'A L)ata Bank.
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